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Abstract. Stateless model checking is a fully automatic verication
technique for concurrent programs that checks for safety violations by ex-
ploring all possible thread schedulings. It becomes eective when coupled
with Dynamic Partial Order Reduction (DPOR), which introduces an
equivalence on schedulings and reduces the amount of needed exploration.
DPOR algorithms that are optimal are particularly eective in that they
guarantee to explore exactly one execution from each equivalence class.
Unfortunately, existing sequence-based optimal algorithms may in the
worst case consume memory that is exponential in the size of the analyzed
program. In this paper, we present Parsimonious-OPtimal DPOR (POP),
an optimal DPOR algorithm for analyzing multi-threaded programs under
sequential consistency, whose space consumption is polynomial in the
worst case. POP combines several novel algorithmic techniques, including
(i) a parsimonious race reversal strategy, which avoids multiple reversals
of the same race, (ii) an eager race reversal strategy to avoid storing
initial fragments of to-be-explored executions, and (iii) a space-ecient
scheme for preventing redundant exploration, which replaces the use of
sleep sets. Our implementation in Nidhugg shows that these techniques
can signicantly speed up the analysis of concurrent programs, and do
so with low memory consumption. Comparison to a related optimal
DPOR algorithm for a dierent representation of concurrent executions
as graphs shows that POP has comparable worst-case performance for
smaller benchmarks and outperforms the other one for larger programs.

1 Introduction

Testing and verication of multi-threaded programs is challenging, since it requires
reasoning about all the ways in which operations executed by dierent threads can
interfere. A successful technique for nding concurrency bugs in multithreaded
programs and for verifying their absence is stateless model checking (SMC) [18].
Given a terminating program and xed input data, SMC systematically explores
the set of all thread schedulings that are possible during program runs. A
dedicated runtime scheduler drives the SMC exploration by making decisions
on scheduling whenever such choices may aect the interaction between threads.
Given enough time, the exploration covers all possible executions and detects
any unexpected program results, program crashes, or assertion violations. The
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technique is entirely automatic, has no false positives, does not consume excessive
memory, and can reproduce the concurrency bugs it detects. SMC has been
implemented in many tools (e.g., VeriSoft [19], Chess [37], Concuerror [13],
Nidhugg [2], rInspect [46], CDSChecker [39], RCMC [26], and GenMC [32]),
and successfully applied to realistic programs (e.g., [20] and [30]).

To reduce the number of explored executions, SMC tools typically employ
dynamic partial order reduction (DPOR) [1,16,26]. DPOR denes an equivalence
relation on executions, typically Mazurkiewicz trace equivalence [34], which
preserves many important correctness properties, such as reachability of local
states and assertion violations, and explores at least one execution in each
equivalence class. Thus, to analyze a program, it suces to explore one execution
from each equivalence class. DPOR was originally developed for models of
concurrency [16], where executions are expressed as sequences of interactions
between threads/processes and shared objects. Subsequently, sequence-based
DPOR has been adapted and rened to a number of programming models,
including actor programs [44], abstract computational models [25], event driven
programs [4, 22, 33], and MPI programs [40]; it has been extended with features
for eciently handling spinloops and blocking constructs [23], and been adapted
for weak concurrency memory models, such as TSO and PSO [2, 46]. DPOR has
also been adapted for weak memory models by representing executions as graphs,
where nodes represent read and write operations, and edges represent reads-from
and coherence relations; this allows the algorithm to be parametric on a specic
memory model, at the cost of calling a memory-model oracle [26, 28]

An important improvement has been the introduction of optimal DPOR
algorithms, which are ecient in that they guarantee to explore exactly one
execution from each equivalence class. The rst optimal DPOR algorithm was
designed for the sequence-based representation [1]. Subsequently, optimal DPOR
algorithms for even weaker equivalences than Mazurkiewicz trace equivalence have
been developed [5,8,9]. In some DPOR algorithms [1,8,9], optimality comes at the
price of added memory consumption which in the worst case can be exponential
in the size of the program. Even though most benchmarks in the literature show
a modest memory overhead as the price for optimality, it would be desirable to
have an optimal DPOR algorithm whose memory consumption is guaranteed to
be polynomial in the size of the program [3]. Such an algorithm, called TruSt [27],
was recently presented, but for a graph-based setting [28]. It would be desirable
to develop a polynomial-space optimal DPOR algorithm also for sequence-based
settings. One reason is that a majority of past work on DPOR is sequence-based;
hence such an algorithm could be adapted to various programming models and
features, some of which were recalled above. Another reason is that sequence-
based models represent computations adhering to sequential consistency (SC) and
TSO more naturally than graph-based models. For SC, representing executions
as sequences of events makes executions consistent by construction and alleviates
the need to resort to a potentially expensive SC oracle.

In this paper, we present the Parsimonious-OPtimal DPOR (POP) algorithm
for analyzing multi-threaded programs under SC (Section 4). POP is designed
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for programs in which threads interact by atomic reads, writes, and RMWs to
shared variables, and combines several novel algorithmic techniques.

– A parsimonious race reversal technique (Section 4.1), which considers a race
if and only if its reversal will generate a previously unexplored execution;
in contrast, most existing DPOR algorithms reverse races indiscriminately,
only to thereafter discard redundant reversals (e.g., by sleep sets or similar
mechanisms).

– An eager race reversal strategy (Section 4.2), which immediately starts
exploration of the new execution resulting from a race reversal; this prevents
accumulation of a potentially exponential number of execution fragments
generated by race reversals.

– In order to avoid exploring several executions in the same equivalence class, a
näıve realization of POP would employ an adaptation of sleep sets [17]. How-
ever, these can in the worst case become exponentially large. Therefore, POP
employs a parsimonious characterization of sleep sets (Section 4.3): instead
of representing the elements of the sleep set, POP uses a characterization of
them, which allows to detect and prevent redundant exploration, and uses at
most polynomial space. This sleep set characterization is uniquely computed
from its generating race, implying that explorations of dierent executions
share no state, thereby making POP suitable for parallelization.

We prove (in the appendices of the longer version) that the POP algorithm
is correct (explores at least one execution in each equivalence class), optimal
(explores exactly one execution in each equivalence class), does not suer from
blocked explorations, and requires only polynomial size memory.

We have implemented POP DPOR in an extension of the Nidhugg tool [2].
Using a wide variety of benchmarks (Section 6), we show that POP’s implementa-
tion indeed has its claimed properties, it always outperforms Optimal DPOR, and
oers performance which is on par with TruSt, the state-of-the-art graph-based
DPOR algorithm. Moreover, by being sequence-based, it scales much better than
TruSt on programs with long executions.

2 Main Concepts

Initially: x = y = z = 0

x = 1

p
y = 1

z = 1

q

g = 1
a = y

b = x

r
c = y

d = z
e = x

s

Fig. 1. Program code

In this section, we informally present the core prin-
ciples of our approach, in particular the three novel
algorithmic techniques of parsimonious race rever-
sal, eager race reversal, and parsimonious static
representation of sleep sets, along with how they re-
late to previous sequence-based DPOR algorithms,
on a simple example, shown in Fig. 1. In this code,
four threads (p, q, r, s) access three shared vari-
ables (g, x, y, z), using ve thread-local registers
(a, b, c, d, e). 3 DPOR algorithms typically rst explore an arbitrary execution,

3 Throughout this paper, we assume that threads are spawned by a main thread,and
that all shared variables get initialized to 0, also by the main thread.
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which is then inspected to detect races. Assume that the rst execution is E1

(the leftmost execution in Fig. 2). To detect races in an execution E, one rst

computes its happens-before order, denoted
hb
−→E , which is the smallest transitive

relation that orders two events that (i) are in the same thread, or (ii) access a
common shared variable and at least one of them is a write. A race consists of
two events in dierent threads that are adjacent in the

hb
−→E order. In execution

E1 there are two races on x, two races on y, and one race on z. The two races on
y are marked with yellow arrows, as we are going to discuss them now. POP rst
reverses the race between events y = 1 and a = y. For each race, a DPOR algorithm
constructs an initial fragment of an alternative execution, called a schedule, which
reverses the race and branches o from the explored execution just before the
race. POP constructs a minimal schedule consisting of the events that happen

before (in the
hb
−→E1

order) the second event followed by the second event of the
race, while omitting the rst event of the race, resulting in ⟨g = 1 · a = y⟩, which is
inserted as an alternative continuation after x = 1 (the second branch after x = 1).

E1

e = x

d = z

c = y

b = x

a = y

g = 1

z = 1

y = 1

E2

z = 1

y = 1

e = x

d = z

c = y

b = x

a = y

g = 1

E3

b = x

a = y

g = 1

e = x

d = z

z = 1

T5

e = x

d = z

y = 1

c = y

x = 1

T4

b = x

a = y

g
=
1

T6

e = x

d = z

c = y

T7

e = x

d = z

z = 1

y = 1

c = y

T8

b = x

a = y

g = 1

y = 1

c = y

σ1 σ2

σ3 σ4

Fig. 2. Part of execution tree for the
program in Fig. 1. Completed execu-
tions are denoted Ei; truncated sub-
trees are denoted Ti.

In comparison, early DPOR algorithms,
including the “classic” DPOR algorithm
by Flanagan and Godefroid [16] and the
Source DPOR algorithm of Abdulla et al. [1]
constructs the schedule consisting of just one
event which can initiate an execution which
reverses the race (⟨g = 1⟩ in this case). Stor-
ing just one event saves space, but the ex-
ecution afterwards is uncontrolled and may
deviate from the path towards the second
racing event a = y, potentially leading to re-
dundant exploration. To avoid redundancy,
we need sequence of events as schedules as
Optimal DPOR and POP constructs.

⋄ Eager Race Reversal Strategy: Following
its the eager race reversal strategy, POP con-
tinues the exploration with this branch and
explores E2. POP can in principle be imple-
mented so that the schedules constructed as
alternative continuations of an event are all
collected before they are explored. However,
such a strategy can in the worst case consume
memory that is exponential in the program
size. The reason is that for some programs,
the number of schedules that branch o at a
particular point in an execution may become
exponential in the size of the program; this
was rst observed by Abdulla et al. [3, Sect. 9]; an illustrating shared-variable
program is given in [27, Sect. 2.3]. POP avoids this problem by exploring sched-
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ules eagerly : immediately after the creation of a schedule, exploration switches to
continuations of that schedule. This policy can be realized by an algorithm that
calls a recursive function to initiate exploration of a new schedule. We establish,
in Lemma 1, that the recursion depth of such an algorithm is at most n(n− 1)/2,
where n is the length longest execution of the analyzed program.

Continuing exploration, POP encounters the race on x (red arrow) in E2

involving events x = 1 and b = x. POP constucts the schedule σ1 := ⟨g = 1 · a = y ·
b = x⟩ (second branch from the root) and explores the subsequent part of the tree
T4 (tree T4 represents all the extensions after the schedule σ1). After exploring
the tree T4 (second branch from the root), POP comes back to E2.

⋄ Parsimonious Race reversal: To illustrate POP’s mechanism for reversing each
race only once, let us next consider races in execution E2. There is one race on y,
between a = y and y = 1 in E2, for which POP would construct the schedule σ :=
⟨c = y · y = 1⟩. However, a prex of σ, namely ⟨c = y⟩, will be constructed from a
race in E1 between y = 1 and c = y and inserted as an alternative continuation
after x = 1 (the rightmost child of x = 1 in Fig. 2). Thus, any continuation of σ
after x = 1 can also be explored as a continuation after the rightmost child of x = 1,
implying that inserting σ as an alternative continuation after x = 1 would lead to
redundant exploration. POP avoids such redundant exploration by forbidding to
consider races whose rst event (in this case a = y) is in some schedule: reversing
a race whose rst event is in a schedule yields a fragment that is explored in some
other execution. The execution E2 also exhibits two races on x, both including
x = 1, with the events b = x and e = x. These races have already occurred in E1,
and should therefore not be considered, since the schedules they would generate
will be generated from the corresponding races in E1. POP achieves this by
forbidding to consider races whose second event is not fresh. A second event of a

race is fresh if it happens-after (in the
hb
−→ order) the last event of each schedule

that appears between the two racing events. Returning to the two races on x

in E2, their second events are not fresh, and hence they are not reversed.
Let us continue the exploration of E2 in in Fig. 2 to illustrate how the eager

race reversal strategy aects the order in which branches are explored. In E2,
there are two more races, on y and z, whose reversals produce two branches after
b = x and c = y, denoted by wavy edges. After their exploration, since there are no
more races in E2, POP returns to E1, where the race between events y = 1 and
c = y induces the schedule ⟨c = y⟩, initiating exploration of E3. While exploring
E3, the race inolving events z = 1 and d = z in E3 induces the schedule ⟨d = z⟩,
initiating exploration of the subtree T5, during which the race on x involving
x = 1 and e = x induces the schedule σ2 := ⟨c = y · d = z · e = x⟩, and explores the
subsequent part of the tree T6. After nishing exploration of T6 and T5, POP
comes back to E3, where the race involving events x = 1 and e = x induces the
schedule σ3 := ⟨c = y · y = 1 · z = 1 · d = z · e = x⟩ initiating exploration of T7, where
after exploration of E3 resumes.

⋄ Parsimonious static representation of sleep sets: Even though the parsimo-
nious race reversal strategy guarantees that the initial fragments of alternative
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executions are inequivalent, one must prevent that their continuations become
equivalent. This happens when POP continues after a read schedule, generated
from a race whose second event is a read event. To illustrate this problem, let
us consider the race involving events x = 1 and b = x in E3, which produces the
read schedule σ4 := ⟨c = y · y = 1 · g = 1 · a = y · b = x⟩, initiating exploration of T8.
Note that the schedule σ4 is not conicting with the read schedules σ2 and σ3.
At this point, we need to be careful: there is a danger that σ4 will be continued
using the other two schedules σ2, and σ3, whereas the explorations starting with
schedules σ2, and σ3 can be continued using σ4; we would then explore equivalent
executions, consisting of these three schedules in either order. The same problem
occurs with σ1 and σ3, as they do not conict. The standard DPOR technique
for avoiding such redundant exploration is sleep sets [17]. In its standard form, a
sleep set is a set of events that should not be performed before some conicting
event. Since POP uses schedules as beginnings of alternative explorations, the
appropriate adaptation would be to let a sleep set be a set of read schedules
that should not be performed unless some conicting event is performed before
that. In Fig. 2, this would mean that after exploring the continuations of σ2

and σ3, these schedules are added to the sleep set when starting to explore the
continuations of σ4, and σ1 is added to the sleep set when starting to explore the
continuations of σ3. This mechanism is simple to combine with parsimonious race
reversal and eager exploration of schedules. Unfortunately, there are programs
where the number of read schedules that would be added to such a sleep set is
exponential in the size of the program, whence the worst-case memory consump-
tion may be exponential in the size of the program. POP avoids this problem
by a Parsimonious static representation of sleep sets, which consumes memory
that is polynomial in the size of the program. The idea is to totally order the
read schedules. When continuing exploration after a read schedule σ, the read
schedules that precede σ in this order are represented by POP’s parsimonious
static representation in polynomial space, even though the number of represented
schedules may be exponential. In principle, there are several ways to order the
read schedules. POP uses one such ordering, where σ1, σ2, σ3, and σ4 would be
the order. We provide the details about this representation in Section 4.3.

3 Programs, Executions, and Equivalence

We consider programs consisting of a nite set of threads that share a nite set
of (shared) variables. Each thread has a nite set of local registers and runs a
deterministic code, built in a standard way from expressions (over local registers)
and atomic commands, using standard control ow constructs (sequential compo-
sition, selection, and bounded loop constructs). Atomic commands either write
the value of an expression to a shared variable, or assign the value of a shared
variable to a register, or can atomically both read and modify a shared variable.
Conditional control ow constructs can branch on the value of an expression.
From here on, we use t to range over threads, and x, y, z to range over shared
variables. The local state of a thread is dened as usual by its program counter
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and the contents of its registers. The global state of a program consists of the
local state of each thread together with the valuation of the shared variables.
The program has a unique initial state, in which shared variables have predened
initial values. We assume that memory is sequentially consistent.

The execution of a program statement is an event, which aects or is aected
by the global state of the program. An event is represented by a tuple ⟨t, i, T, x⟩,
where t is the thread performing the event, i is a positive integer, denoting
that the event results from the i-th execution step in thread t. T is the type
of the event (either R for read or W for write and read-modify-write), and x is
the accessed variable. If e is the event ⟨t, i, T, x⟩, we write e.th for t, e.T for T,
and e.var for x. An access is a pair ⟨T, x⟩ consisting of a type and a variable.
We write e.acc for ⟨e.T, e.var⟩. We say that two accesses ⟨T, x⟩ and ⟨T′, x′⟩ are
dependent, denoted ⟨T, x⟩ ▷◁ ⟨T′, x′⟩, if x = x′ and at least one of T and T′ is W.
We say that two events e and e′ are dependent, denoted e ▷◁ e, if e.th = e′.th
or e.acc ▷◁ e′.acc. As is customary in DPOR algorithms, we can let an event
represent the combined eect of a sequence of statements, if at most one of them
accesses a shared variable.

An execution sequence (or just execution) E is a nite sequence of events,
starting from the initial state of the program. We let enabled (E) denote the set
of events that can be performed in the state to which E leads. An execution E is
maximal if enabled (E) = ∅. We let dom (E) denote the set of events in E; we also
write e ∈ E to denote e ∈ dom (E). We use u and w, possibly with superscripts,
to range over sequences of events (not necessarily starting from the initial state),
⟨⟩ to denote the empty sequence, and ⟨e⟩ to denote the sequence with only the
event e. We let w · w′ denote the concatenation of sequences w and w′, and let
w\e denote the sequence w with the rst occurrence of e (if any) removed. For a
sequence u = e1 · e2 · . . . · em, we let w\u denote (· · · ((w\e1)\e2)\· · · )\em.

The basis for a DPOR algorithm is an equivalence relation on the set of
execution sequences. The denition of this equivalence is based on a happens-
before relation on the events of each execution sequence, which captures the data
and control dependencies that must be respected by any equivalent execution.

Denition 1 (Happens-before). Given an execution sequence E, we dene

the happens-before relation on E, denoted
hb
−→E, as the smallest irreexive partial

order on dom (E) such that e
hb
−→E e′ if e occurs before e′ in E, and e ▷◁ e′.

The hb-trace (or trace for short) of E is the directed graph (dom (E) ,
hb
−→E).

Denition 2 (Equivalence). Two execution sequences E and E′ are equiv-
alent, denoted E ≃ E′, if they have the same hb-trace. We let [E]≃ denote the
equivalence class of E.

The equivalence relation ≃ partitions the set of execution sequences into
equivalence classes, paving the way for an optimal DPOR algorithm which
explores precisely one execution in each equivalence class.
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4 Design of the POP Algorithm

In this section, we explain the design of POP, which is optimal in the sense that it
explores precisely one execution in each equivalence class dened by Denition 2.
We rst need some auxiliary denitions

Denition 3 (Compatible sequences and happens-before prex). For
two execution sequences E · w and E · w′,

– the sequences w and w′ are called compatible, denoted w ∼ w′, i there are
sequences w′′ and w′′′ s.t. E · w · w′′ ≃ E · w′ · w′′′,

– the sequence w is called a happens-before prex of w′, denoted w ⊑ w′, i
there is a sequence w′′ s.t. E · w · w′′ ≃ E · w′.

We illustrate the denition on the example in Fig. 2. Then σ4 ⊑ E3 since
⟨x = 1⟩ ·σ4 ·w

′′ ≃ ⟨x = 1⟩ ·E3 where w′′ is the sequence ⟨z = 1 ·d = z ·e = x⟩. However,
σ1 ̸∼ σ4, since σ1 and σ4’s second accesses to y are in conict.

Denition 4 (Schedule). A sequence of events σ is called a schedule if all its

events happen-before its last one, i.e., e′
hb
−→ e where e is its last event, and e′ is

any other event in σ. The last event e of a schedule σ is called the head of σ,
sometimes denoted hd (σ). We sometimes call σ a read schedule if hd (σ) is a
read event. For an execution sequence E · w and event e ∈ w, dene the schedule
e ↓w to be the subsequence w′ of w such that (i) e ∈ w′, and (ii) for each e′ ∈ w

it holds that e′ ∈ w′ i e′
hb
−→E·w e.

4.1 Parsimonious Race Reversals

A central mechanism of many DPOR algorithms is to detect and reverse races.
Intuitively, a race is a conict between two consecutive accesses to a shared
variable, where at least one access writes to the variable (i.e., it is a write or a
read-modify-write).

Denition 5 (Race). Let E be an execution sequence. Two events e and e′ in E

are racing in E if (i) e and e′ are performed by dierent threads, (ii) e
hb
−→E e′.

(iii) there is no other event e′′ with e
hb
−→E e′′

hb
−→E e′.

Intuitively, a race arises when two dierent threads perform dependent accesses

to a shared variable, which are adjacent in the
hb
−→E order. If e and e′ are racing

in E, then to reverse the race, E is decomposed as E = E1 · e · E2 with e′ in
E2, thereafter the schedule σ = e′ ↓E2 is formed as the initial fragment of an
alternative execution, which extends E1.

The key idea of parsimonious race reversal is to reverse a race only if such a
reversal generates an execution that has not been explored before. To be able to
do so, POP remembers whenever an event in a new execution is in a schedule,
and whether it is a schedule head. This can be done, e.g., by marking events in
schedules, and specically marking the schedule head. From now on, we consider
such markings to be included in the events of executions. They play an important
role in selecting races.
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Denition 6 (Fresh event). For an execution E · w · e · w′, the event e is
called fresh in w · e · w′ after E if (i) if e is in a schedule, then it is the head
of that schedule, and (ii) for each head eh of a schedule in w it is the case that

eh
hb
−→E·w·e e.

Denition 7 (Parsimonious race). Let E be an execution sequence. Two
events e and e′ in E are in a parsimonious race, denoted e≲E e′ if (i) e and e′

are racing in E, (ii) e is not in a schedule in E, and (iii) e′ is fresh in w · e′

after E1, where E = E1 · e · w · e′ · w′

Conditions (ii) and (iii) are the additional conditions for a race to be parsimonious.
They lter out races, whose reversals would lead to previously explored executions.
Let us provide the intuition behind these conditions. (ii) If e is in a schedule, then
that schedule, call it σ, was generated by a race in an earlier explored execution
E′. Hence σ was contained in E′. Moreover e′ would race with the head of σ
also in E′; if e′ appeared after σ the resulting new schedule had been generated
already in E′; if e′ appeared before σ, then we would only undo the previous
race reversal. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 by the race on y, between a = y and
y = 1 in E2. (iii) If e

′ is not fresh, then e′ appeared with the same happens-before
predecessors in an earlier explored execution E′, where it was in a race that
would generate the same schedule as in E. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 by the
race on x, between b = x and e = x. in E2, which was already considered in E1.

4.2 The Parsimonious-OPtimal DPOR (POP) Algorithm

We will now describe the mechanism of the POP algorithm, without going into
details regarding its handling of sleep sets (this will be done in Section 4.3). In
particular, we will show how the eager race reversal strategy is represented in
pseudo-code. Recall from Section 2 that a DPOR algorithm with parsimonious
race reversal could be implemented so that the schedules that constructed from
races with a particular event e are all collected before they are explored. However,
for some programs, the number of schedules created from races with an event e
can be exponential in the length of the longest program execution. In order not
to consume exponential memory, POP explores schedules eagerly : immediately
after the creation of a schedule, exploration switches to continuations of that
schedule.

The POP algorithm is shown as Algorithm 1, where lines 1, 3 - 7, 13, and
16 are concerned with the exploration and race handling, and the other lines,
which are marked with green background, are concerned with sleep sets. POP
takes an input program, and explores its executions by repeated calls to the
procedure Explore. For each prex E′ of an execution that is under exploration,
the algorithm maintains a characterization SSChar [E′] of the sleep set at E′, to
be described in Section 4.3, in order to prevent redundant exploration of read
schedules. This characterization is manipulated by POP through two functions:

MkSchedChar(σ, E1, e, E2) constructs a characterization of the sleep set for a
newly constructed σ, constructed from a race e≲E1·e·E2

last (E2),
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Algorithm 1: POP (Recursive)

1 Pick e ∈ enabled (⟨⟩)
2 SSChar [⟨⟩] = SSChar [⟨e⟩] = ∅
3 Explore(⟨e⟩)

4 Explore(E)
5 foreach e s.t. e≲E e′, where e′ = last (E) do
6 let E = E1 · e · E2

7 let σ = e′ ↓E2

8 if UpdSeq(σ,SSChar [E1]) ̸= block then

9 SSChar [E1 · σ] = UpdSeq(σ,SSChar [E1])
10 if (e′.T = R) then
11 SchedChar [E1](σ) = MkSchedChar(σ, E1, e, E2)
12 SSChar [E1 · σ] ∪= SchedChar [E1](σ)

13 Explore(E1 · σ)

14 if ∃e ∈ enabled (E) s.t. UpdSeq(⟨e⟩,SSChar [E]) ̸= block then

15 SSChar [E · e] = UpdSeq(⟨e⟩,SSChar [E])
16 Explore(E · e)

UpdSeq(w,SSChar) updates the sleep set characterization SSChar wrt. process-
ing of the sequence w. However, if a characterized read schedule (i.e., a
schedule in the sleep set) would be performed while exploring w, the function
returns block instead of the updated characterization.

The algorithm rst picks an enabled event e (line 1), initializes the charac-
terizations of sleep sets of ⟨⟩ and ⟨e⟩ (line 2), whereafter it calls Explore(⟨e⟩)
(line 3). Each call to Explore(E) consists of a race reversal phase (lines 5 to 13)
and an exploration phase (lines 14 to 16). In the race reversal phase, POP con-
siders all parsimonious races between an event e in E and the last event e′ of E
(line 5). For each such race, of form e≲E e′, POP decomposes E as E1 · e · E2

(line 6), and forms the schedule σ that reverses the race as e′ ↓E2 (line 7). It then
intends to call Explore(E1 · σ) in order to recursively switch the exploration to
the newly reversed race, according to the eager race reversal strategy. Before
that it checks whether exploring E1 · σ will complete a schedule in the sleep set
by calling UpdSeq(σ,SSChar [E1]) (line 8). If not, SSChar [E1 · σ] is computed
(line 9), and if e′ is a read event also extended with the new sleep set for σ

(lines 11 to 12). After these preparations, Explore(E1 · σ) is called recursively
(line 13). After the return of all recursive calls initiated in the race reversal phase,
Explore enters the exploration phase. There it picks an event e that is enabled
for execution, and check that e is not the head of a schedule in the sleep set by
calling UpdSeq(⟨e⟩, SSChar [E]) (line 14) If the check succeeds, exploration of e
is prepared by updating SSChar [E1 · e] (line 15) and then performed by calling
Explore(E · e)(line 16).

We establish (in Lemma 1) that the recursion depth of Algorithm 1 is at
most n(n− 1)/2, where n is the length of the longest execution of the analyzed
program.
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4.3 Parsimonious Sleep Set Characterization

As described in Section 2, POP needs a sleep set mechanism to avoid redundant
exploration of read schedules. Such a mechanism is needed whenever POP explores
reversals of races with a write event eW that appears after an execution E1. Then
each parsimonious race eW ≲E′ eR between eW and a read event eR results in
a schedule σ, which will be explored as a continuation of E1. For any two such
schedules, σ and σ′, POP must ensure that either the exploration starting with σ

does not continue in a way that includes σ′, or (vice versa) that the exploration
starting with σ′ does not continue in a way that includes σ. In Section 2, it was
further described that to achieve this, POP must for each such explored write
event eW establish a total order between the read schedules resulting from races
with eW , and ensure that an exploration starting with σ does not continue in
a way that includes another schedule σ′ which precedes σ in this order. It was
also observed that, since there can be an exponential number of such schedules,
the näıve approach of enumerating the schedules that precede σ can in the worst
case consume space exponentical in the length of the longest execution.

In this section, we will describe one way to realize such a sleep set mechanism.
We rst dene, for each explored write event eW , a total order between the
read-schedules resulting from races with eW . Thereafter we dene a succinct
(polynomial-space) characterization of all schedules that precede any given such
schedule σ. Finally, we dene a polynomial-space mechanism for POP to monitor
exploration so that exploration after the schedule σ does not explore another
read schedule which precedes σ in the order.

First, for a variable x, we dene a read-x-schedule to be a schedule whose
head is a read on x, and which does not contain any other read or write on x. A
read-schedule is a read-x-schedule for some variable x. Then a read-x-schedule is
a schedule that may be formed when reversing a parsimonious race between a
write on x and a read on x. Such a schedule σ cannot include a write on x, since
then it could not have been formed from a race. Also, it cannot include a read
on x, since that extra read will both happen-before hd (σ), and happen-after the
write on x, contradicting that there was a race between the write and hd (σ).

Let us now dene the order ∝, which for each write event eW totally orders
the schedules that result from parsimonious races between eW and a subsequent
read. Let σ be formed from a race eW ≲E eR between eW and another read event
eR in E and σ′ be formed from a race eW ≲E′ e′R between eW and another read
event e′R. Then σ′ ∝ σ if either

(A) E′ is a prex of E, i.e., e′R occurs before eR in E, or
(B) for the longest common prex Ê of E and E′, E has a prex of form Ê · ê

for some non-schedule event ê, whereas E′ has a prex of form Ê · σ̂ for
some schedule σ̂ (which is induced by a race whose rst event is ê), or

(C) for the longest common prex Ê of E and E′, E has a prex of form Ê · σi

for some schedule σi, whereas E
′ has a prex of form Ê ·σ′

i for some schedule
σ′
i, and σ′

i ∝ σi.

Schedules of form (A) are called contained schedules (wrt. σ). An example can
be found in Fig. 2. Consider the schedules σ3 :=⟨c = y · y = 1 · z = 1 · d = z · e = x⟩
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from the race x = 1≲E3
e = x in E3, and σ4 := ⟨c = y · y = 1 · g = 1 · a = y · b = x⟩ from

the race x = 1≲E3
b = x in E3. As e = x occurs before b = x in E3, (A) implies that

σ3 ∝ σ4. Schedules of form (B) are called conicting schedules, beacuse e′ occurs
in an execution which branches o from (thus conicts with) E because of a
race involving an event ê in E. For example, consider the schedules σ2 :=⟨c = y ·
d = z · e = x⟩, which is constructed from the race between x = 1 and e = x in T5, and
σ4 constructed from the race x = 1≲E3

b = x in E3. Since T5 branches o from

(and thus conicts with) E3 after the prex Ê :=⟨x = 1 · c = y · y = 1⟩ with the
schedule σ̂ :=⟨d = z⟩, we have σ2 ∝ σ4 according to case (B). Schedules of form
(C) are called inherited schedules, because the order σ′ ∝ σ is inherited from the
order σ′

i ∝ σi. For example, consider the schedules ⟨g = 1 · a = y⟩ (second branch
after x = 1), and ⟨c = y⟩ (third branch after x = 1), for which ⟨g = 1 · a = y⟩∝⟨c = y⟩
because of (A). Now consider the schedules σ1 := ⟨g = 1 ·a = y · b = x⟩ from the race
x = 1≲E2

b = x in E2, and σ3 from the race x = 1≲E3
e = x in T4. As ⟨g = 1 ·a = y⟩ is

a prex of σ1 and ⟨c = y⟩ is a prex of σ3, according to (C), the order ⟨g = 1 ·a = y⟩
∝⟨c = y⟩ is inherited as σ1 ∝ σ3.

It is clear that these rules dene a total order on the read schedules that
branch o after E1. Let us next dene a succinct way to characterize, for a given
schedule σ, the set of schedules σ′ such that σ′ ∝ σ. Given E = E1 · eW · w · eR
and σ formed from the race eW ≲E eR, let w = w0 · σ1 · w1 · σ2 · · · ·σm · wm,
where σ1, . . . ,σm are the schedules in w. We note that σ, in order for eW ≲E eR
to be parsimonious, includes all σi (including their heads) for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and
may also include events in the sequences w0, . . . , wm. This means that w\σ
will be of form w′

0 · . . . · w′
m, where w′

i is the sequence remaining in wi after
removing σ; in particular w\σ does not contain any events in any schedule σi.
The following proposition characterizes how to detect a schedule σ′ with σ′ ∝ σ

in an exploration that is initiated from E1 · σ.

Proposition 1. Let E = E1 · eW ·w · eR, let w = w0 · σ1 ·w1 · · · · · ·wm, and let
σ be formed from eW ≲E eR. Let w

′
j = wj\σ for j = 0, . . . ,m, and ej = hd (σj)

for j = 1, . . . ,m. Let E1 · σ · u · e′R be an execution where e′R is a read event on x,

and let σ′ = e′R ↓σ·u·e
′

R . Then σ′ ∝ σ i σ′ is a read-x-schedule such that either

(A) (i) (e′R ↓u·e
′

R) ⊑ w\σ, and (ii) if e′R is in w′
j then ek

hb
−→ e′R for 1 ≤ k ≤ j,

(B) for some j with 0 ≤ j ≤ i we have (i) (e′R ↓u·e
′

R) ̸∼ w′
0 · . . . · w

′
j, and

(ii) if j is the smallest index s.t. (i) holds, then ek
hb
−→ e′R for 1 ≤ k ≤ j, or

(C) for some i with 1 ≤ i ≤ m s.t. σi is a read-schedule, and σ′
i with σ′

i ∝ σi

1) if hd (σi) .var ̸= x then (i) (hd (σ′
i) ↓

w′

0
·...·w′

i·σ
′

i) ⊑ u,

(ii) hd (σ′
i)

hb
−→ e′R, and (iii) ek

hb
−→ e′R for 1 ≤ k ≤ i.

2) if hd (σi) .var = x then (i) (hd (σ′
i) ↓

w′

0
·...·w′

i·σ
′

i) ⊑ u · e′R,

(ii) hd (σ′
i) = e′R, and (iii) ek

hb
−→ e′R for 1 ≤ k ≤ i. ⊓⊔

Let us motivate this proposition.

(A) Since σ ⊑ w · eR, condition (i) implies that σ′ = e′R ↓σ·u·e
′

R ⊑ w, implying
that σ′ is a contained schedule (wrt. σ).
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(B) Since σ ⊑ w·eR, condition (i) implies that σ′ = e′R ↓σ·u·e
′

R ̸∼ w0·σ1·. . .·σj ·wj ,
implying that σ′ is a conicting schedule.

(C) Let us rst consider case 1). Since σ ⊑ w · eR, condition (i) implies that
(hd (σ′

i) ↓
w0·σ1·...·σj ·wj ·σ

′

i) ⊑ σ · u, implying that σ′ is an inherited schedule.
Condition (ii) ensures that e′R appears in the exploration that follows, in

which case hd (σ′
i)

hb
−→ e′R is necessary for e′R to be fresh. Case 2) is a slight

modication for these case that the head of σ′
i and e′R read from the same

variable, in which case e′R must be hd (σ′
i) (since a read-x-schedule cannot

contain another read on x).

In each case, the last condition ensures that e′R is fresh, and thus part of a
parsimonious race.

Let us illustrate, using Fig. 2, how some continuations of read schedules can
be characterized according to Proposition 1. First, consider σ4 (top right in
Fig. 2), derived from the race x = 1≲E3

b = x in E3. Fig. 2. Decomposing E3 as
x = 1 · w · b = x, where w :=⟨c = y · y = 1 · z = 1 · d = z · e = x · g = 1 · a = y⟩ we obtain
w \ σ4 =⟨z = 1 · d = z · e = x⟩.

(A) Assume that the exploration continues after σ4 as ⟨z = 1 ·d = z ·e = x⟩. Letting
u be ⟨z = 1 · d = z⟩ and e′R be e = x, we see that σ′ = u · e′R matches the
conditions in case (A), since (i) σ′ ⊑ w \ σ4 and (ii) e′R happens-after the
head of the only schedule ⟨c = y⟩ from E3.

(B) Assume next that the exploration continues after σ4 as ⟨d = z · e = x⟩. Letting
u be ⟨d = z⟩ and e′R be e = x, we see that σ′ = u · e′R matches the conditions in
case (B), since (i) e = x ↓⟨d = z·e = x⟩= ⟨d = z · e = x⟩ and ⟨d = z · e = x⟩ ̸∼ (w \ σ),
and (ii) e = x happens-after the head of the only schedule c = y from E3.

(C) Let us next consider σ2 (top middle in Fig. 2), derived from the race
x = 1≲E′ e = x in the rst explored execution E′ from T5. Decomposning E′

as x = 1 · w · e = x, where w :=⟨c = y · y = 1 · d = z⟩ we obtain w \ σ2 =⟨y = 1⟩.
Assume next that the exploration continues after σ2 as ⟨g = 1 · a = y · b = x⟩.
Letting u be ⟨g = 1 · a = y⟩ and e′R be b = x, we see that σ′ = u · e′R matches
the conditions in case (C), since there is the schedule σi =⟨c = y⟩ for which
there is another schedule σ′

i =⟨g = 1 · a = y⟩ with σ′
i ∝ σi. The conditions in

case (C) are satised, since (i) a = y ↓⟨y = 1·g = 1·a = y⟩⊑ u, (ii) a = y
hb
−→e′R, and

(iii) there is no schedule before the event c = y in E′.

Based on Proposition 1, we now describe a technique to monitor the explo-
ration of executions in order to detect when it is about to explore a schedule in a
sleep set. It is based on annotating each newly constructed read schedule σ with
a characterization of the schedules σ′ with σ′ ∝ σ that must be avoided in the
exploration that continues after σ. We use the same notation and set-up as for
Proposition 1. For i = 0, . . . ,m, let Pi denote Pi = w′

0{e1}w
′
1 · · · {ei}w

′
i, where w

′
j

is wj\σ for j = 0, . . . , i, and ej is hd (σj) for j = 1, . . . , i. From Proposition 1 we see
that (i) Pm and x contains sucient information to characterize the contained and
conicting schedules that must be avoided, and (ii) for each i = 1, . . . ,m, such that
σi is a read-schedule, Pi−1 together with a characterization of the schedules that
must be avoided after E1 ·w0 ·σ1 · . . . ·σi−i ·wi−1 ·σi contain sucient information
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to characterize the schedules inherited from schedules σ′
i with σ′

i ∝ σi that must
be avoided. Let us therefore dene a schedule expression as an expression of form
(i) Pm  x, characterizing the set of contained and conicting read-x-schedules,
according to cases (A) and (B) in Proposition 1, or of form (ii) Pi−1[φi] x for
some i = 1, . . . ,m, such that σi is a read-schedule, and φi is a schedule expression
characterizing schedules that should be avoided after E1 ·w0 ·σ1 · . . . ·σi−i ·wi−1 ·σi

(i.e., those σ′
i with σ′

i ∝ σi). Let’s go through one example of each form of schedule
expressions in Fig. 2. When POP explore a continuation of σ4, the algorithm
creates an inital sleep set expression SchedExp[⟨⟩](σ2) containing two expressions;
(i) Pm  x = {c = y}⟨y = 1 · z = 1 · d = z · e = x · a = y⟩  x representing only two
sequences σ2 and σ3, and (ii) Pi−1[φi]  x = ⟨⟩[⟨z = 1 · a = y · b = x⟩  y]  x,
representing only σ1. Notice that, expression (ii) is useless in this case as σ1 is
conicting with σ4, i.e., σ1 is not a feasible continuation after σ4. However, when
POP explores a continuation of σ2 an inital sleep set expression SchedExp[⟨⟩](σ2)
containing the expression Pi−1[φi]x = ⟨⟩[⟨z = 1 ·a = y ·b = x⟩y]x, representing
only σ1, which will prevent doing σ1.

In order to detect when exploration is about to explore a schedule that must
be avoided, the “state” of each schedule expression will during exploration be
maintained by POP in a sleep set expression, which is obtained from a schedule
expression φ by (i) augmenting each event e which occurs in some sequence wi

in φ (i.e., not inside brackets {·}) with a conict set (denoted C) of encountered
events that conict with e or happen-after an event that conicts with e; we
use the notation eC to denote such an augmented event, (ii) augmenting each
enclosed subexpression of form P  x or P [φ] x with the set (denoted D) of
encountered read-x-events that are heads of read-schedules that are characterized
by P  x; we use the notation [P  x]D, and (iii) augmenting each occuring
variable x in a subexpression of form x with the set of previously encountered
read events on x; we use the notation xR, where R is this set of read events. If a
read on x happens-after an read in R, it cannot be the head of a read-x-schedule,
and should thus not be blocked (recall from the denition of read-x-schedules
that its head cannot happen-after another read on the same variable). When a
sleep set expression is created and initialized, its augmenting sets are empty. We
identify a schedule expression with its initialized sleep set expression.

Let’s see POP’s implementation of the functions MkSchedChar(σ, E1, e, E2)
and UpdSeq(w,SSChar), which are called by Algorithm 1 to manipulating sleep
set expressions. The function MkSchedChar(σ, E1, e, E2) (line 1), constructs the
set of schedule expressions for σ according to the description given earlier in this
section. The function UpdSeq(w,SSChar) updates the sleep set characterization
SSChar wrt. processing of the sequence w. At its top level, UpdSeq(w,SSChar)
updates each sleep set expression ψ in SSChar with the sequence of events in w,
one by one, each time calling UpdSE(e,ψ). If e is a write on a variable y, then in
this process, all sleep set expressions containing y are discarded, since it is from
now in impossible to form a read-y-schedule. UpdSE(e,ψ) comes in two versions
(at line 11 and line 14). Both versions rst call UpdP(e, P, x,R), which updates the
sleep set expressions with respect to contained and conicting read-x-schedules
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Algorithm 2: Functions for Parsimonious Sleep Set Characterization

1 MkSchedChar(σ, E1, e, E2)
2 let x = hd (σ) .var
3 let E2 = w0 · σ1 · w1 · · · ·σm · wm · e′

4 for i = 0, . . . ,m let Pi = (w0\σ){hd (σ1)}(w1\σ) · · · {hd (σi)}(wi\σ)
5 for i = 0, . . . ,m let ui = e · w0 · σ1 · . . . · σi · wi

6 return



{Pm  x} ∪
m


i=1

{Pi−1[φi] x | φi ∈ SchedChar [E1 · ui−1](σi)}



7 UpdSeq(w,SSChar)
8 if w = ⟨⟩ then return (SSChar)
9 else if ∃ψ ∈ SSChar : UpdSE(fst(w),ψ) = block then return block

10 else return (UpdSeq(rest(w), {UpdSE(fst(w),ψ)|ψ ∈ SSChar∧
if e.T = W then ψ does not contain (e.var))})

11 UpdSE(e, P  xR)
12 if UpdP(e, P, x,R) = block then return block

13 else return (UpdP(e, P, x,R) x)

14 UpdSE(e, P [ψ′]D  xR)
15 if UpdP(e, P, x,R) = block then return block

16 if UpdP(e, P, x,R) = none then

17 if (e.T = R ∧ e.var = x ∧ (e ∈ D ∨ ∃e′ ∈ D : [e′.var ̸= x ∧ e′
hb
−→ e]) then

18 if ̸ ∃e′R ∈ R : e′R
hb
−→ e then return block else add e to R

19 else

20 if UpdSE(e,ψ′) = block then return (P [ψ′]D∪{e}
 x)

21 else return (P [UpdSE(e,ψ′)] x)

22 else return (UpdP(e, P, x)[ψ′]D  x)

23 UpdP(e, P, x,R)
24 let P = w′

0{e
′

1}w
′

1 · · · {e
′

i}w
′

i

25 for j = 0, . . . , i do

26 let w′

j = e
C1

1
· . . . · e

Ck

k

27 for l = 1, . . . , k do

28 if e ▷◁ Cl ∨ e ↔ el then add e to Cl ; go to line 31
29 if e = el then remove e from w′

j ; go to line 31

30 return none

31 if (e.T = R ∧ e.var = x ∧ ∀n : 1 ≤ n ≤ j : e′n
hb
−→ e) then

32 if ̸ ∃e′R ∈ R : e′R
hb
−→ e then return block else add e to R

33 else return the updated version of P

characterized by P  xR. If e is the head of such a schedule, then UpdP(e, P, x,R)
returns block ; if e is independent with all of P , then UpdP(e, P, x,R) returns
indep; otherwise it returns the updated version of P . In the code for UpdP, we let
let e ↔ e′ denote that e and e′ are performed by dierent threads and access the
same variable and at least one of e and e′ writes. Let e ▷◁ e′ denote that e and e′

are performed by the same thread, or that they access the same variable and at
least one of e and e′ writes. For an event e and a set C of events, let e ▷◁ C denote
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that there is some e′ ∈ C with e ▷◁ e′. When called, UpdP(e, P, x,R) traverses the
sequences w′

0, . . . , w
′
i, one event at a time, and stop at the rst event eCl

l such
that either (i) e conicts with el or depends with an event in Cl, in which case
e is added to Cl (line 28), or (ii) e = el, in which case e is removed from the
sequence (of form w′

j) (line 29). If in addition e is a read on x and happens after
the relevant schedule heads among e′1, . . . , e

′
i for being fresh, then if e does not

happen after a read in R, UpdP(e, P, x,R) returns blocked (since in case (i) it is
the head of a conicting schedule and in case (ii) of a contained schedule), else e
is added to R (line 32). If on the other hand, e is not a read on x or does not
happen after the relevant schedule heads among e′1, . . . , e

′
i, then UpdP(e, P, x,R)

returns the updated version of P . Finally, if there is no event eCl

l in w′
0, . . . , w

′
i

satisfying conditions (i) or (ii), then UpdP returns none (line 30).
Let us now consider UpdSE(e,ψ), which comes in two versions, depending

on the form of ψ. If ψ is of form P  xR (line 11), it calls UpdP(e, P, x,R) and
forwards its return value. If ψ is of form P [ψ′]D  xR) (line 14), it also calls
UpdP(e, P, x,R). Also this version forwards the return value block. In addition,
if UpdP(e, P, x,R) returns none, meaning that the execution has reached past
the prex P , then (i) if some event already in D (being the head of an schedule
characterized by ψ′, happens-before e (or is the same as e if it reads from x),
and e is a read on x, then if e does not happen after a read in R, the function
returns blocked (since e is the head of an inherited schedule), else e is added to
R (line 18), (ii) otherwise, processing is continued recursively on ψ′ by calling
UpdSE(e,ψ′). If this call returns blocked, then e is added to D (line 20), otherwise
the inner sleep set expression ψ′ is updated. Finally, if UpdP(e, P, x,R) returns
neither blocked nor none, the updated sleep set expression is returned.

5 Correctness and Space Complexity

In this section, we state theorems of correctness, optimality, and space complexity
of POP. We rst consider correctness and optimality.

Theorem 1. For a terminating program P , the POP algorithm has the properties
that (i) for each maximal execution E of P , it explores some execution E′ with
E′ ≃ E, and (ii) it never explores two dierent but equivalent maximal executions,
and (iii) it is never blocked (at line 14) unless it has explored a maximal execution.

We thereafter consider space complexity.

Lemma 1. The number of nested recursive calls to Explore at line 13 is at
most n(n− 1)/2, where n is the length of the longest execution of the program.

Note that in this lemma, we do not count the calls at line 16, since they are
considered as normal exploration of some execution. Only the calls at line 13
start the exploration of a new execution.

Theorem 2. Algorithm 1 needs space which is polynomial in n, where n is the
length of the longest execution of the analyzed program.
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6 Implementation and Evaluation

Our implementation was done in a fork of the Nidhugg tool.4 Nidhugg is a state-
of-the-art stateless model checker for C/C++ programs with Pthreads, which
works at the level of LLVM Intermediate Representation, typically produced by
the Clang compiler. Nidhugg comes with a selection of DPOR algorithms, one
of which is Optimal DPOR [1] nowadays also enhanced with Partial Loop Purity
elimination and support for await statements [23]. In our Nidhugg fork, we
have added the POP algorithm as another selection. Its iterative implementation
involved: (i) designing an ecient data structure to simulate recursive calls to
Explore, i.e., follow the next schedule to explore and backtrack to the previous
execution when no further races to reverse; and (ii) developing a procedure that
lters out races that are not parsimonious races, and implementing it with the
necessary data structures to store and maintain the parsimonious sleep sets.

In the rest of this section, we evaluate the performance of POP’s implementa-
tion and compare it, in terms of time and memory, against the implementation of
Optimal DPOR in Nidhugg commit 5805d77 and the graph-based Truly State-
less (TruSt) Optimal DPOR algorithm [27] as implemented in GenMC v0.10.0 us-
ing options -sc --disable-instruction-caching. All tools employed LLVM 14.0.6.
The evaluation was conducted on a desktop with a Ryzen 7950X CPU running
Debian 12.4.

Table 1 contains the results of our evaluation. Its rst nine benchmarks are
from the DPOR literature, and are all parametric on the number of threads
(shown in parentheses). The last benchmark, length-param, is synthetic and
is additionally parametric on the length of its executions. Since these DPOR
algorithms are optimal, they explore the same number of executions (2nd column)
in all ten benchmarks. We will analyze the results in ve groups (cf. Table 1).

The rst group consists of three programs (circular-buer from SCTBench [45],
fb-bench from SV-Comp [43], and the linuxrwlocks from SATCheck [14]). Here,
all algorithms consume memory that stays constant as the size of the program
and the number of executions explored increase. We can therefore compare the
raw performance of the implementation of these three DPOR algorithms. POP’s
implementation is fastest on circular-buer, while TruSt’s is fastest on the two
other programs. However, notice that all three implementations scale similarly.

The second group consists of the two benchmarks (flesystem and indexer) from
the “classic” DPOR paper of Flanagan and Godefroid [16]. Here, Optimal DPOR
shows an increase in memory consumption (measured in MB), while the other
two algorithms use constant memory. POP is fastest here by approximately 2×.

The third group, consisting of lastzero [1] and exp-mem3,5 two synthetic
benchmarks also used in the TruSt paper [27, Table 1], shows a similar picture

4 The code is publicly available on GitHub in simplied-dpor branch of a Nidhugg’s
fork (https://github.com/sarbojit4/nidhugg). We also submitted our implemen-
tation as well as the benchmarking infrastructure we have used as an artifact
(https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.11001033).

5 exp-mem3 is slight variant of the exp-mem program used in the TruSt paper. It
uses atomic stores and loads instead of fetch-and-adds (FAAs), because the current
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Table 1. Time and memory performance of three optimal DPOR algorithms on ten
benchmark programs which are parametric in the number of threads used.

Time (secs) Memory (MB)

Benchmark Executions TruSt Optimal POP TruSt Optimal POP

circular-buer(7) 3432 0.62 0.45 0.43 85 84 84
circular-buer(8) 12870 2.63 1.79 1.66 85 84 84
circular-buer(9) 48620 11.04 7.21 6.67 85 84 84

fb-bench(4) 19605 1.08 1.93 1.82 85 84 84
fb-bench(5) 218243 14.59 24.66 24.10 85 84 84
fb-bench(6) 2364418 186.25 301.30 297.40 85 84 84

linuxrwlocks(6) 99442 3.61 13.71 12.88 90 91 91
linuxrwlocks(7) 829168 32.75 127.66 121.17 90 91 91
linuxrwlocks(8) 6984234 311.93 1176.13 1119.23 90 91 91

flesystem(22) 512 0.72 0.62 0.34 86 84 84
flesystem(24) 2048 2.84 2.97 1.32 86 187 84
flesystem(26) 8192 11.88 15.71 5.66 85 622 84

indexer(15) 4096 11.07 8.58 5.65 89 116 90
indexer(16) 32768 90.14 80.37 46.46 89 464 90
indexer(17) 262144 736.78 827.02 399.87 89 3030 90

lastzero(10) 3328 0.07 0.34 0.27 85 84 84
lastzero(15) 147456 3.19 24.46 15.09 85 276 84
lastzero(20) 6029312 152.13 1828.92 786.19 85 8883 84

exp-mem3(7) 10080 0.22 0.67 0.54 86 104 85
exp-mem3(8) 80640 1.96 6.15 4.61 86 506 85
exp-mem3(9) 725760 19.11 73.68 44.83 86 4489 85

dispatcher(4) 6854 1.15 1.75 1.47 90 90 90
dispatcher(5) 151032 34.66 55.07 42.76 89 407 90
dispatcher(6) 4057388 1245.13 2333.51 1424.57 89 9097 90

poke(10) 135944 88.54 96.30 63.45 90 791 90
poke(15) 728559 874.76 891.26 479.03 89 5527 90
poke(20) 2366924 4502.45 4356.59 2008.92 90 22383 90

length-param(2,1024) 4 0.14 0.05 0.06 85 84 84
length-param(2,8196) 4 7.95 0.16 0.14 95 101 89
length-param(2,65536) 4 1413.00 1.13 0.90 389 441 343

in terms of memory consumption: Optimal DPOR’s increases more noticeably
here, while the two other algorithms use memory that stays constant. Time-wise,
TruSt is 2–5× faster than POP, which in turn is 2× faster than Optimal.

The fourth group, consisting of two concurrent data structure programs
(dispatcher and poke) from the Quasi-Optimal POR paper [38], shows Optimal’s
memory explosion more profoundly, and provides further evidence of the good
memory performance of the TruSt and POP algorithms. Time-wise, there is no
clear winner here, with TruSt’s implementation being a bit faster on dispatcher,
and with POP’s being faster and scaling slightly better than TruSt’s on poke.

Finally, let us examine the algorithms’ performance on length-param(T ,N), a
synthetic but simple program in which a number of threads (just two here) issue
N stores and loads to thread-specic global variables, followed by a store and a
load to a variable shared between threads. The total number of executions is just
four here, but the executions grow in length. One can clearly see the superior time

implementation of Optimal DPOR (and POP) in Nidhugg employs an optimization
which treats independent FAAs as non-conicting [23] and explores only one trace
on the exp-mem program independently of the benchmark’s parameter.
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performance of sequence-based DPOR algorithms, such as Optimal and POP,
compared to graph-based algorithms such as TruSt. We can also notice that POP
performs slightly better than Optimal in terms of memory.

We mention in passing that we also conducted an experiment in which we used
the implementation of POP to check, under the SC memory model, the code of
Linux kernel’s Hierarchical Read-Copy Update (Tree RCU) implementation [30].
Both Optimal DPOR and POP performed similarly: on our desktop, the ex-
periment nished in about ve minutes, exploring a bit over 42 000 executions,
and with very low (90MB) memory requirements. Since GenMC cannot handle
RCU’s code, we do not include these results in the table, but we oer it as further
evidence about POP’s implementation being able to handle “real code” out there.

Wrapping up our evaluation, we can make the following two general claims:

1. Both POP and TruSt live up to their promise about performing SMC explo-
ration which is optimal (w.r.t. the Mazurkiewicz equivalence) but also with
polynomial (in fact, in practice, constant) space consumption.

2. The implementation of the POP algorithm consistently outperforms that of
Optimal DPOR in Nidhugg. This is mostly due to increased simplicity.

7 Related Work

Since its introduction in the tools Verisoft [18,19] and CHESS [37], stateless model
checking has been an important technique for analyzing correctness of concurrent
programs. Dynamic partial order reduction [16, 42] has enabled a signicantly
increased eciency for covering all interleavings, which has been adapted to
many dierent settings and computational models, including actor programs [44],
abstract computational models [25], event driven programs [4, 22,33], and MPI
programs [40]. DPOR has been adapted for weak memory models including
TSO [2, 14, 46], Release-Acquire [7], POWER [6], and C11 [26], and also been
applied to real life programs [30]. DPOR has been extended with features for
eciently handling spinloops and blocking constructs [23, 29],

An important advancement has been the introduction of optimal DPOR
algorithms, which guarantee to explore exactly one execution from each equiva-
lence class [1], and therefore achieve exponential-time reduction over non-optimal
algorithms. This saving came at the cost of worst-case exponential (in the size of
the program) memory consumption [3]. The strive for covering the space of all
interleavings with fewer representative executions inspired DPOR algorithms for
even weaker equivalences than Mazurkiewicz trace equivalence, such as based on
observers [9], reads-from equivalence [5, 11,12], context-sensitive independence
and observers [8], or on the maximal causal model [21]. These approaches explore
fewer traces than approaches based on Mazurkiewicz trace equivalence at the
cost of potentially expensive (often NP-hard) consistency checks. Another line
of work uses unfoldings [35] to further reduce the number of interleavings that
must be considered [24, 38, 41]; these techniques incur signicantly larger cost
per test execution than the previously mentioned ones.
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DPOR has also been adapted for weak memory models using an approach in
which executions are represented as graphs, where nodes represent read and write
operations, and edges represent reads-from and coherence relations; this allows
the algorithm to be parametric on a specic memory model, at the cost of calling
a memory-model oracle [26, 28, 31]. For this graph-based setting, an optimal
DPOR algorithm with worst-case polynomial space consumption, called TruSt,
was recently presented [27]. POP is also optimal with worst-case polynomial
space consumption. Since it is designed for a sequence-based representation of
executions, POP must be designed dierently. In analogy with the parsimonious
race reversal technique, TruSt has a technique for reversing each race only once,
which is based on a maximal extension criterion. POP adapts TruSt’s strategy
of eager race reversal to avoid potentially space-consuming accumulation of
schedules. Finally, since TruSt operates in a graph-based setting, it reverses
write-read races by changing the source of a read-from relation in the graph,
instead of constructing a new schedule. Therefore redundant exploration of read-
schedules is prevented by careful book-keeping instead of using sleep sets, which
POP represents in a compact parsimonious way. The experimental results show
that TruSt and POP have comparable performance for small and modest-size
programs, but that POP is superior for programs with long executions, since the
graph-based approach has diculties to scale for long executions.

An alternative to DPOR for limiting the number of explored executions is to
cover only a subset of all executions. Various heuristics for choosing this subset
have been developed, including delay bounding [15], preemption bounding [36],
and probabilistic strategies [10]. Such techniques can be eective in nding bugs
in concurrent programs, but not prove their absence.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have presented POP, a new optimal DPOR algorithm for
analyzing multi-threaded programs under SC. POP combines several novel al-
gorithmic techniques, which allow eciency improvements over previous such
DPOR algorithms, both in time and space. In particular, its space consump-
tion is polynomial in the size of the analyzed program. Our experiments on a
wide variety of benchmarks show that POP always outperforms Optimal DPOR,
the state-of-the-art sequence-based optimal DPOR algorithm, and oers perfor-
mance comparable with TruSt, the state-of-the-art graph-based DPOR algorithm.
Moreover, by being sequence-based, its implementation scales much better than
TruSt’s on programs with long executions.

As future work, it would be interesting to investigate the eect of applying
POP’s novel algorithmic techniques on DPOR algorithms tailored for dierent
computational models, and for analyzing programs under weak concurrency
memory models such as TSO and PSO.
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